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ABSTRACT

Our research is focused on three major aspects of advanced optical fiber communication

systems: dynamic wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks, fiber nonlinearities, and high

dynamic range coherent analog optical links. In the area of WDM networks, we have designed and

implemented two high-speed interface boards and measured their throughput and latency. Furthermore,

we designed and constructed an experimental PSK/ASK transceiver that simultaneously transmits packet-

switched ASK data and circuit-switched PSK data on the same optical carrier. In the area of fiber

nonlinearities, we investigated the theoretical impact of modulation frequency on cross-phase modulation

(XPM) in dispersive fibers. In the area of high dynamic range coherent analog optical links, we

developed theoretical expressions for the RF power tranfer ratio (or RF power gain) and the noise figure

(NF) of angle-mo&,ulated links. We then compared the RF power gains and noise figures of these links to

that of an intensity modulated direct detection (DD) link.
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1. WDM Networks

Data-Link and Network Layers: STARNET, a broadband optical network, is intended to provide

a wide variety of network services. Over a single physical passive star topology network, STARNET

offers all users both a moderate-speed (125 Mbps) shared-channel packet-switched subnetwork and

reconfigurable high-speed (up to 2.5 Gbps per node) circuit-switched subnetwork.

Fig. 1 shows how STARNET, through the combination of wavelength-division multiplexing and

coherent optical reception, allows for two independent logical subnetworks to function over a single
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Figure 1. Through the use of WDM, STARNET maps a physical star topology (a) into both (b) a
logical ring topology in the moderate-speed subnetwork and (c) a reconfigurable connection in the high-
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physical passive star. The 125 Mbps subnetwork is configured by tuning each node's ASK receiver to the

previous node's transmitter wavelength, thus forming a fixed logical ring topology (Fig. I-b). The

reconfigurable high-speed subnetwork nodes use their wavelength tunable PSK receiver to form point-to-

point or variable ring connections (Fig. I-c). The communication required to set up virtual circuits and to

configure the high-speed sub-network is performed over the moderate-speed subnetwork.

The high-speed subnetwork is circuit-switched because the lasers used in the receivers tune slowly.

Therefore, the configuration of the high-speed subnetwork is relatively long lasting. To provide

topological flexibility in high-speed links, we have provided electronic packet-switching at each node

while the topology remains circuit-switched.
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Optical
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(PSK modulator)
Vitesse Deserializer PKmdltr
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Optical
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-- • 800 Mbps Workstation 1/0 bus

Figure 2. Block digrT,ýn of th." hiih-specd vubnetvork inorac t,'•rd.
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In Fig. 2 we show a block diagram of an interface card which connects a DECstation 5000/240 to

the STARNET high-speed subnetwork. The main elements are an I/O bus arbiter, an arbiter for the

scheduling access to the high speed link, and a 2x2 switch which routes packets to the receive or pass

queues. Three FIFOs provide for queuing of packets before they are transmitted over the network.

received into host memory or retransmitted (passed) to the network. There are two bottlenecks associated

with the high-speed subnetwork interface: first, the I/O bandwidth must be shared between the

workstation's transmit and receive data streams, second, the output link must be shared between the

workstation's transmit stream and pass-through traffic. In either case, the sum of the instantaneous input

bit rates can exceed the maximum output bit rate. The interface must allocate bandwidth to minimize the

probability of overflowing the queues while also remaining equitable when the network is congested.

The technique that we use to allocate bandwidth is shown on Fig. 3. A two-slot cycle is formed,

and each of the time slots is allocated to one of the competing streams. By adjusting the time slot sizes,

the interface dynamically modifies the bandwidth allocation depending upon actual demand.

We have measured the throughput and latency performance of the interface. The maximum

sustained transmit-only throughput is 640 Mbps from the workstation to the network. The maximum

sustained receive-only rate is 480 Mbps. The reason why we have higher transmit throughput than

receive throughput is that in transmit, it takes 32 additional cycles to do one DMA operation which

fetches 8 packets (128 cycles). On the other hand, in receive, it takes 13 additional cycles to fetch I

packet (16 cycles). In normal network operation, these rates would be shared. To our knowledge, this is

the fastest workstation-to-network throughput attained to date.

We have also performed simulations and experiments to measure the transmit latency of the

interface. Fig. 4a shows the impact of burst size (average number of consecutive packets sent) on the

transmit latency. In this figure. the average transmit bandwidth is 100 Mbps. and has been allocated up

to 250 Mbps of the I Gbps total bandwidth. Nevertheless, because the transmit traffic is bursty, it can
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exceed its allocation in the short term. The result is that the average latency increases as the burst size

(instantaneous bandwidth) increases. Several experimentally measured transmit latency points are

indicated in the figure.

Bandwidth Allocation in the High-Speed Subnetwork

STREAM 1: STREAM 2:

TRANSMIT PACKETS PASS-THROUGH PACKETS

T T

STREAM 1: STREAM 2:
TRANSMITPRACKITS PASS-THROUGH PACKETSPACKETS

T, T2

Figure 3. Dynamic bandwidth allocation in the high-speed network interface.

Fig. 4b shows the behavior of the transmit and pass-through latency as a function of total offered

traffic. For low total offered traffic, the transmit latency is relatively unaffected by the occasional pass-

through burst, while the pass-through traffic experiences some extra latency and the transmit traffic has
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Figure 4. Latency performance of the high-speed interface: In (a). the latency of the transmit
traffic increases as the burst size (instantaneously offered bandwidth) and the total offered traffic
increase. In (b). the latency of the pass-through and transmit traffic is shown (for average transmit rates
of 150 and 200 Mbps). The transmit latency increases as the average bandwidth increases. The pass-
through traffic latency, however, remains relatively unaffected by the increased transmit bandwidth.
Also plotted for comparison, is the latency of the unarbitrated FIFO approach.
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arbitrated access to the network. The pass-through traffic latency. however, remains relatively unaffected

by the increased transmit bandwidth. Also plotted for comparison is the latency of the unarbitrated FIFO

approach. Note that although the transmit traffic 'pays' an initial latency penalty to gain admission to the

network, the traffic sees reduced latency (in comparison to the unarbitrated approach) in each subsequent

hop to its final destination. After a few hops. it is evident that the average total latency is less than that

of the unarbitrated approach.

We constructed and debugged two STARNET node interfaces. These two interfaces are almost

functional and ready to be interfaced with optics. A few software bugs still remain to be fixed. These

two interfaces have been installed in two respective workstations. We are now able to communicate data

between these two workstations over a copper wire, soon to be replaced with optics. Based upon

performance analysis and latency measurements on the prototype, we decided to have deeper FIFOs to

incorporate the burstyness of data. In these two new interfaces we have doubled the size of Receive

FIFO. Transmit FIFO and Pass FIFO have remained the same size as before. The sizes of the FIFOs are

as follows:

TX FIFO 512 words

RX FIFO 2048 words

PASS FIFO 2048 words

The reason we had to increase the receive FIFO was that its input channel is running at 1 Gbps,

while its output link . the TURBO channel bus, is running at only 800 Mbps half duplex, Therefore, at

certain instances, many packets can accumulate in the queue. If the queue is not big enough, significant

packet loss can occur. To minimize the packet loss probability, we made the receive FIFO bigger. This

is not the case for the TX FIFO and RX FIFO since both have output links that operate faster or at the

same speed as the input links. The input link to the TX FIFO is the Turbo channel bus (800 Mbps half

duplex), and the output link is optical fiber running at I Gbps. For the PASS FIFO, the input and output
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are both running at I Gbps. In addition, we have a TX arbitrator chip that is 3 times bigger than the

prototype board to tully implement the bandwidth scheme discussed earlier.

Optical Transceiver: We designed and constructed an experimental PSK/ASK transceiver for

STARNET, a wavelength-division multiplexed computer communication network. The transceiver

simultaneously transmits and receives 125 Mb/s FDDI-compatible. packet-switched, ASK data and 2.488

Gb/s circuit-switched PSK data on the same optical carrier. The transmitter uses an integrated phase and

amplitude modulator and has an output power of 5 dBm at 1.32 Iun. The 2.488 Gb/s PSK receiver has an

integrated clock and data regenerator, and the 125 Mb/s ASK receiver has FDDI computer interfaces.

We found that both PSK data and ASK data can be transmitted simutaneously oi, the same optical

carrier. However, the simultaneous use of amplitude and phase modulation on a single lighawave creates

additional sensitivity penalties in both the ASK and PSK subsystems.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup used to demonstrate and to investigate simultaneous

transmission and reception of ASK packet-switched and PSK circuit-switched data using the same optical

carrier. The individual (not simultaneous) performance of the ASK and PSK transceivers has been

reported in the previous progress report. Two workstations with FDDI interfaces measure the

performance of the 125 Mb/s ASK link while the BER test set measures the BER ot the 2.488 Gb/s PSK

link. The ASK-FDDI ring was characterized using the FDDI link-error-event detection hardware and

software.

The link error rate (LER) is a positive integer reported by the FDDI software: it is defined as:

=INTF o( estimated bit errors

LER = L g~ transmitted bits (1

Thus, a 2x10-10 error rate is reported as a LER of 9. Although the LER is roughly quantized, it

nevertheless provides a reasonable measure of the link's performance.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of the experimental setup used to investigate the experimental
STARNET transceiver.

We first characterized the performance of the ASK-FDDI ring without phase modulation of the

lightwave. For an amplitude modulation depth m = 100%a the ASK-FDDI ring operated with a LER of 9

for a peak received signal power of-41.3 dBm. measured at poin B in Fig. 5. This is 3.7 dB greater .hart
the received signal power required for a BER of 10-9 when a BER test set is used for characterization.

The 3.7 dB penalty is due to the reduced performance of the 1 DDI interfaces compared to the BER test

set.

Simultaneous ,amplitude and phase modulation of the transmitted signal causes additional errors in

both the PSK and ASK receivers as shown in Fig. 6. The PSK receiver sensitivity is deteriorated by the

amplitude modulation due to: (1) a reduction in received signal power when an ASK '0' bit is transmitted.

and (2) amplitude modulation crosstalk in the optical phase-locked loop. The ASK receiver sensitivity is

- - = = = ; i i i i9
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Figure 6. BER curves of ASK and PSK receivers operating simultaneously.

deteriorated by phase modulation due to non-ideal cancellation of phase fluctuations in the ASK receiver,

this phenomenon is similar to phase-to-amplitudi noise conversion.

The sensitivity of the ASK-FDDI receiver is -41.3 dBrm when the modulation depth is 100%. and

the PSK receiver sensitivity is -33.3 dBm when there is no ASK modulation. For optimum performance,

the two receivers should have equal sensitivities. Therefore, we decreased the ASK modulation depth to a

level where the ASK-FDDI receiver operates with a LER better than 9 and the PSK receiver operates with

a BER less than 10-9 simultaneously. This occurs when the ASK modulation depth is adjusted to m=

60%. The resulting optimum receiver sensitivity is -25 dBin. measured at point A in Fig. 5. As shown in

Fig. 6, the ASK modulation causes a 5 dB penalty to the PSK receiver, and the PSK modulation and
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modulation depth adjustment cause a 12.6 dB penalty to the ASK FDDI receiver. Even with these

penalties, the system power budget is 30 dB.

Table 1. Definitions and numerical values of the system parameters.

ai = 3 dB. Excess loss of the star coupler

B = 2.5 GHz, Electrical bandwidth

B, Optical bandwidth

G Optical gain

Go Unsaturated gain

hv Photon energy

Ith = 18 pA/Hz1/ 2 . Thermal noise current

nsp = 5. Spontaneous emission noise factor

P Received optical power

Pi = I mW, Signal laser output power

PLO = I mW. LO laser output power

"Psat = 10 mW. Local saturation power of the optical amplifier

q Electronic charge

R = 1.25 A/W. Responsivity of the photodetector

GMh Thermal noise of the receiver

Gsh Shot noise due to signal light and spontaneous emission

•s-sp Beat i.,,ise bheween signal light and spontameous emission

"Osp-,s Beat noise between spontaneous emission

COw-sp Beat noise between LO light and spontaneous emission
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Amplifier Model: We investigated the use of optical amplifiers to expand the power budget limit

of star networks using: (a) direct detection and (b) cohermnt detection (PSK). Our analysis considers both

amplifier noise and gain saturation simultaneously. Our study focuses on the impact of amplifier noise

and gain saturation of optical amplifiers on the power budget limit of star networks. As any amplifier,

optical amplifiers add noise to the amplified signal. The definitions and values of the mathematical

symbols used in this analysis are listed in Table 1. The spectral density of the amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE) noise at the output of the amplifier is given by:

Tl, = n5 (G - 1)hv (1-2)

where nsp is the spontaneous emission noise factor, G is the optical amplifier gain and hv is the photon

energy. The optical amplifier gain decreases when the incident optical power becomes comparable to the

saturation power Psat. The amplifier gain saturation is modeled by an equation that relates the amplifier

gain G to the total input power Pm as:

= G-1 In (1-3)

For a star network, an amplifier is used in every arm. For simplicity, we assume no link

attenuation and consider only the effect of the splitting and excess losses in the star coupler

In addition to thermal noise and shot noise, there are receiver noise contributions coming from the

beating of ASE noise with the signal and itself. For the direct detection system, the receiver noise

components are:

Y2 = 2qR(P + - )B (4)

C_ 2 = 4R) PTl5 P B

2_-P =2R- 2 T( B2 - B)B (5)
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For direct detection WDM systems, there are three possible positions for optical amplifiers: (1) at the

transmitter (or anywhere before the star coupler): (2) after the star coupler but before the tunable optical

filter (the optical filter is used to select the desired signal and to reject the ASE noise outside the signal

bandwidth) and (3) after the optical filter.

1500

1000 Case 2:Amplifier before the optical filter

MaximumCae:Apiirathtrnmtr
number Case 3:Amplifier after the optical filter

of nodes500

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Amplifier gain, dB

Figure 7. Maximum possible number of WDM nodes versus amplifier gain for direct detection
star networks. The three positions for optical amplifiers are (1) at the transmitter: (2) before the optical
filter (after the star coupler) and (3) after the optical filter.

First, we consider the optical signal power. The received signal power at the detector is the largest

in case 3 because the amplifier gain experiences a lower degree of gain saturation than cases 1 and 2.

Next, we consider the noise power at the receiver. In case 1. the ASE noise from each amplifier is

reduced by the coupler loss. However, the noise from other amplifiers is added to each output of the
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coupler. The situation becomes worse when the other nodes are transmitting zeroes and generating large

amounts of ASE noise because of the high unsaturated amplifier gain. In the following analysis, the

worst case will be assumed. In cases 2 and 3. the ASE noise at the receiver is generated by only one

amplifier. In case 3, since there is no optical filtering between the amplifier and the receiver, the entire

ASE bandwidth of 4 THz is seen at the receiver leading to a large noise penalty. In case 2. the ASE noise

is smaller since it is partially suppressed by the optical filter.

Fig. 7 shows the maximum theoretically possible number of nodes plotted against the amplifier

gain for the three possible placements of optical amplifiers. The number of nodes that can be supported

is determined by requiring that the bit error rate for any source and destination pair be smaller than a

specific target. 10-9 in this report. For low amplifier gains, all three cases are limited by the thermal

noise of the receiver. As the gain increases, the optical signal power increases and hence the number of

nodes increases. At larger gains, the dominant noise components are the ASE beat noises, and the three

cases behave quite differently. In case 1, the total ASE noise power increases in proportion to the

unsaturated gain (because most of the ASE noise is due to amplifiers attached to other transmitters) while

the received signal power increases in proportion to the saturated gain. Therefore, the system

performance degrades at high gains. In cases 2 and 3. the ASE noise power is proportional to the

saturated gain. In case 3. because of a wider ASE noise spectrum. the system performance becomes

saturated with the spontaneous-spontaneous noise at a lower gain. Comparing the three cases. case 2

(amplifier before the optical filter) offers the best system performance.

In coherent systems, the main noise components are:

oh --th12B

Y 2'h = 2qR(P+ P. +rlB,,)B (1-6)

2,_ =4R 2P
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The signal-spontaneous and spontaneous-spontaneous beat noises are common-mode components and.

hence, cal, be suppressed by a balanced receiver.
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nodes 15000

10000
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0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Figure 8. Maximum theoretically possible number of nodes versus amplifier gain for coherent
star networks. The two positions for optical amplifiers are (1) at the transmitter and (2) at the receiver.

In coherent systems, the channel is selected by the IF filter in the receiver, and a tunable optical

filter is not necessary. There are two positions to put the amplifiers: (1) at the transmitter (or anywhere

before the star coupler) and (2) at the receiver (or anywhere after the star coupler).

Fig. 8 plots the maximum theoretically possible number of nodes against the amplifier gain for the

two placements of optical amplifiers. The behavior is similar to that for direct detection. For low gains,

the two cases are limited by the shot noise generated by the local oscillator (LO) laser, and the number of
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nodes increases with the gain (since the LO shot noise is independen, ,"f the optical dmplifier gain). In

case 1, for gains larger than 10 dB, the system performance degrades with the gain because of the

increasing ASE noise power. Comparing the two cases, case 2 (amplifier at the receiver) gives the best

system performance.

To summarize, we have shown that optical amplifiers can be used to increase the limit imposed by

the power budget on the scalability of a star network. In general. the best position for placement of

optical amplifiers is (a) after the star coupler before the tunable optical filter for direct detection systems

and (b) at the receiver for coherent systems.

2. IMPACT OF FIBER NONLINEARITIES ON OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

TiEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF XPM IN DISPERSIVE FIBERS: We investigated theoretically the impact of

modulation frequency on cross-phase modulat.on (XPM) in dispersive fibers. XPM is the modulation of

the phase of one optical wave by power fluctuations of another optical wave copropagating in the same

fiber. XPM is particularly important in phase-sensitive lightwave systems. The impact of XPM on

angle-modulated wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems has been studied before for the case

of near-zero group vek.,ity dispersion (GVD). Conventional single-mode fiber is highly dispersive at
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1.55 p.im with the dispersion coefficient D o 15 ps/nm km. In dispersive fibers, the group velocity

mismatch among different wavelength channels can significantly influence the strength of XPM,

depending on modulation frequency and wavelength separation. We found that the XPM index depends

on fiber length, fiber chromatic dispersion. wavelength separation between the signal and the pump, and

the intensity modulation frequency. At high modulation frequencies, the XPM index is inversely

proportional to the product of the modulation frequency and wavelength separation. Part of the results

have been submitted for publication to the IEEE Photonics Technology Letters.

XPM in a two-channel system with sinusoidal intensity modulation has been analyzed. We will

show the influence of modulation frequency and wavelength separation on the XPM index.

Consider two optical waves with the same polarization copropagating in a single-mode optical fiber.

Let Aj(zt) be the slowly-varying complex field envelope of each wave normalized to make IA T equal

to the instantaneous optical power. If channel 1 (probe) is CW and the intensity of channel 2 (pump) is

sinusoidally modulated with angular frequency f2m. the expressions for the optical powers at =-O are

PI (0,t) = JIA,0t[ = 0o (2-1)

P, (0, t) = JA, +0,t)[C = + Pt) (2-2)

The phase of channel I (probe) light is modulated by the sinusoidal power fluctuation in channel 2

(pump). The expression for the complex envelope of channel I at distance L can be expressed as

A, (L,t) = A, (O,t - L )exp(-aL/2)exp(iO,(L,t)). (2-3)
UgI

where

*0 (Lt) = y (PI0 + 2P20 )Leff + AOcos(, (t - L/ u, ) + p) , (2-4)

is the phase shift caused by SPM and XPM. and AO is the XPM index given by

AO= 2yYP2.. ýj-xpm Leff (2-5)
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Figure 9. XPM index versus the modulation frequency of pump laser. Fiber length L = 25
km. The dots are experimental data, and the lines show the theoretical prediction.

L is the fiber length: Lef -- is the effective fiber length: TIXPM is the XPM efficiency given by

(X2 4 4Sin 2(Q'd",L/2)e-c'L

lIXPM j22 -+'X2" 1" /2 (2-6)
d;2 +e )1
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1 1
and U1l = is the walk-off parameter. In a non-zero dispersion region, d12 ==DAk2, where D

is the dispersion coefficient and A)½, is the wavelength separation between the two channels. AO can be

approximated by

AO -=2yl,P2 .OL.ff /( DA; 2  (2-7)

when In.d,1 >> )C and aL>> 1.

Expressions (4)-(7) show that the phase of the probe light is modulated at UPm. The strength of this

phase modulation depends on Yl, P2m, Leff, and flXPM. In turn, TlXPM given by (6) depends on D, AX,

and £im, Numerical values of AO for our experiments are shown in Fig. 9. In general. at low modulation

frequencies, the walk-off time Tw -LA.ygi - L/O.8 2j is much less than the period T, = 2n'/Q, of the

pump modulation so that the portion of the probe light that propagates along the higher pump intensity

experiences a larger refractive index throughout its propagation. Consequently, the resulting phase shift

is larger than the phase shift on the probe light that propagates along the lower pump intensity. At higher

modulation frequencies, Tw >_ T. so that each portion of the probe light experiences several cycles of

pump intensity fluctuation. Therefore. the phase variation among different time segments of the probe

light is small. At high frequencies. AO is approximately proportional to (f2mAX.)" .

We have shown theoretically that the cross-phase modulation (XPM) index depends on fiber length,

fiber chromatic dispersion, wavelength separation. and the frequency of power fluctuation. A simple

expression [5] for the XPM index has been derived and has been shown to agree well with experimental

measurements. The results show that at high modulation frequencies. the XPM index is approximately

inversely proportional to the product of the modulation frequency and wavelength separation. These

results indicate that the XPM is expected to be smaller in communication systems operating at higher

data rates and with larger wavelength separations.
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3. COHERENT ANALOG LINKS

Angle-Modulated Link Theory: We found theoretkial expressions for the RF power transfer

ratio (or RF power gain) and the noise figure (NF) of the angle-modulated links which we have

previously analyzed, including (a) a coherent FM link using direct modulation- (b) a coherent FM link

using external modulation; (c) a coherent PM link using external modulation; (d) the heterodyne

interferometric phase modulated (HIPM) link; and (e) the homodyne interferometric phase modulated

(1PM) link. We compared the RF power gains and NFs of these links to that of an intensity-modulated

direct detection (DD) link. We found that the RF losses in microwave integration and frequency or phase

discrimination cause the RF gains (for realistic parameter values) of angle-modulated links to be lower

than that of the direct detection link for optical powers greater than about -20 dBin. These RF losses also

cause the noise figures of angle-modulated links to be higher than that of the direct detection link for

optical powers greater than -20 dBm except in the case of external phase modulation. To compensate for

this, low-noise aniplification is required before integration and discrimination in angle-modulated links.

The RF power transfer ratio, or RF power gain G . of the link is defined as the ratio of the

power delivered at the link output to the power available from the source.

G = L" (3-1)
S,

It is easily obtained by measuring the input and output signal power levels and finding their ratio

according to the above equation.

In general. RF amplifiers can be added before and after the optical link (as shown in Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Optical link with a pre-amplifier and a post-amplifie,.

The overall gain G of this amplifier- optical link - amplifier system is given by:

G = qnG°P°U, (3-2)

where Go. is the optical link gain, and G,, and G, are the gains due to preamplification and

postamplification, respectively. Go. is determined by the electrical to optical and optical to electrical

conversion efficiencies of optical components and the conversion losses of microwave components in the

link. G., for the externally modulated direct detection link is given by:

Gop,.DD 2 )-2(,p,) R2 (3-3)

where R. is the source impedance. r is the photodetector responsivity, P, is the received optical power,

P, is the local oscillator power, and Vr is the voltage required to generate a modulator phase shift of x.

The value of G0,, is dependent on the choice of modulator operating point; in this case the operating

point is chosen at the half-power point of the sinusoidal modulator characteristic.

Noise figure measures the degradation in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the input and

output of a link and is defined as:
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F- A - G,(3-4)

N,

where S, and N, are the input signal and noise powers, and S. and N. are the output signal and noise

powers. By definition, the input noise power is the noise power from a matched resistor, N, =kTB, where

k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the resistor temperature, and B is the signal bandwidth. The output noise

power can be expressed by:

No = GNi -t B (3-5)

where "qB is the additive noise introduced in the device or link. Substituting N, =kTB, we can express the

noise figure as:

F=I+-
GkT (3-6)

For the direct detection optical link, the noise figure is

FD r) +T
GbDkT (3-7)

where
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rrP, PIN4kTl
lDD P r ViS 10 o + 2qrPPs 5 + 1 (3-8)

The total noise figure for the system shown in Figure 10 can be determined using the following

expression:

F= Fin+ F0 0t- + Ft -1I
(3-9)

For the case of optical links G.G,,<< 1 so that

qroGoo, (3-10)

Expressing the terms in dB,

F = F 'ou-Gr, - Goo, = F 'ou,-G -t 'Gut (3-11)

"This means that the noise figure can be minimized (a) using a high gain pre-amplifier G,, and (b)

increasing the optical power (corresponds to increasing G,). The sum of the noise figure and RF

transfer ratio for the optical link is constant:

F + G = F'out+G f• = constant (3-12)

Therefore. it is possible to construct a system having both desirable features of high gain and low noise

figure.
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A detailed derivation of the RF power gain for an externally modulated coherent FM link is given

in this section. Results for the direL.tly modulated coherent FM link. the externally modulated coherent

PM link, the heterodyne interferometric PM (HIPM) link, ani the homodyne interferometric PM (HPM)

link are also given. The RF power gains which we present in this section correspond to the gain G. of

the optical link section in Figure 10, which does not include the impact of pre/post-amplification.G,.,

therefore, represents a measure of the losses from imperfect electrical to optical and optical to electrical

conversion efficiencies of optical components and the conversion losses of microwave components in the

link.

A block diagram of an externally modulated coherent FM link is shown in Figure 11. The input

voltage is of the form V(t)=Vx(t). where x(t) is a dimensionless time-varying signal. The integrator, for

simplicity, is assumed to be an RC lok pass filter with a voltage transfer characteristic

V"'t ý((o ) = I

V oo) 1+ jco RC ( -3

This filter serves as a good integrator for signals composed of frequencies far from baseband. such that

wRC >>1 which is usually the case for frequencies on the order ofa gigahertz, It can also be built very

easily in microstrip or with lumped elements. If V(t) = V(t). then

4(3-14)
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Figure 11. Externally modulated coherent FM link.

Assuming that a n phase shift is obtained from the modulator with a drive voltage V., the modulator

output is

Aj' exp j[iOwo•+ RC.×fW(t )d+(s(t)J (

where P1 is the optical power at the modulator output. Assuming that the photodetectors are well-

matched, the output current is

LMU(t) a w[ýx't I~h x3() + 214r p [PIL LW n - (p, ,, 0
4f , -W I Mx•t (t)+2r [',st- ,,()

+ WDbp(t)] (3-16)
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where PS is the normalized transmitted signal optical power*. 0. is the phase noise of the signal laser, f,,

is the receiver intermediate frequency, and wA is the frequency deviation. In this case,. PLO is the total

received local oscillator power at the photodetector and (pqLO(i) is the phase noise of the LO laser. nD ,•s

the receiver output noise process.

Assuming that the link input and output are impedance-matched with resistance R. and that the

input signal x(t)=cos(ox), the output RF power S. is easily found to be

( 4 f., Vr2P PR C(3-17)

L,, is the loss of RF signal power due to the generation of nonlinearities in the limiter and the envelope

detector. The RF power transfer ratio is

Gopt ( ext FM) 4 F t 4frJ Sp IV ,RCJ (3-18)

The RF power transfer ratios for the other angle-modulated links were derived in a similar manner.

For the externally modulated coherent PM link. the RF gain is

G.P1 (e MP rS PLo ( IT Lr,,

Gs4 0 fl, R(3-19)

" The normalized transmitted signal optical power s is defined as follows. The received optical power

P. = Pý L. is the product of s and the intrinsic loss of the external modulator. In the case of direct

frequency modulation or external angle modulation, the intrinsic loss factor is equal to 1. For the HIPM
link and the HPM link, the intrinsic loss factor assumes the values 0.33 and 0.5. respectively.
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which is identical to that of the externally modulated coherent FM link.

For the directly modulated coherent FM link, the RF gain is

Qpt(dirFM) S2 2 1 r2PLO L,
\nF (3-20)

where y is the FM response of the transmitter laser diode in GHz/mA.

For the HIPM link, the RF gain is

= ý1 6~ 12p2j2(p 
2

Qpt(HIPM)- _ L-r p5j1 (i) ' "rf L,
fiF 81 1 VRC(3-21)

This RF gain is in terms of the signal input power only, it does not include the two supplemental

sinusoidal modulator inputs required for the HIPM link. I3 is a function of the amplitudes of the two

sinusoidal modulator inputs.

For the HPM link, the RF gain is

G~pt (HPM) L.f, 2)6 V,,RC 1ýLr,
F 16 VRC [(3-22)

ox is the conversion loss (on the order of 6 dB) of the microwave mixers required in the receiver of the

HPM link.

In angle-modulated links, the noise at the link output is not always of the form riB in Equation

(5) due to the nonlinear discrimination process. However, the derivation of noise figure is still

straightforward using the formula
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noisepoweratlinkoutput

G(,,,k)kTB

We give the output noise powers for the five angle-modulated links for which we derived the RF power

transfer ratios. The noise figure is then obtained directly from (23). The noise power at the output of the

externally modulated coherent FM link is

Il(ext M) Rs( 4 1  4r PsPLo[4nAAI J+BI+ 3  4qr(Ps+PLo+ 4kT f ý. '-I

(3-24)

where Av is the laser iinewidth. B is the signal bandwidth, q is the electron charge. and f. and f. are

the minimum and maximum frequencies in the signal band, respectively.

The noise power at the output of the directly modulated coherent FM link is

1 diRFM, S 4r'PsPL°[4RAuBI+ L3 '4qr(P4.P UT f3

(3-25)

which is identical to the output noise power for the externally modulated coherent FM link.

The noise power at the output of the externally modulated coherent PM link is

Text PM= Rs 4 f RC 4rPs-LO [ + (4qrPs + PLO'f+ ) I

(3-26)
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The noise power at the output of the HIPM link is

flHI~t= s1D+ rPýkj 30 14 fIFRC) (3-27)

where T% and T1, represent the power spectral densities of receiver noise and relative intensity noise at

the HIPM link output, respectively.

The noise power at the output of the HPM link is

( 2 4 f, RCJ (3-28)

Table 2 shows the values of relevant parameters which were used in the numerical computation

of link RF power transfer ratios and noise figures versus normalized transmitted signal optical power.

The parameters were chosen to be representative of realistic system components.

Parameter Assumed Value Parameter Assumed Value

LO power PLO 10mW Mod. voltage V15 V
RIN -155 dB/Hz HIPM index P I

Relaxation osc. freq. 2 GHL RC time constant 1.21E-9 s
Laser linewidth Al) 10 kHz or I MHz Source imped. 1k 50 a

Signal bandwidth B I GHz Conversion loss X 6 dB

Min. sig. freq. f,-i I GHz Nonlinear loss 6 dB

Max. sig. freq. f', 2 GHz lin. freq. f 10 GHz

Laser FM resp. I 1 GHz/mA Responsivity r 0.8

Table 2-. Parameter values used in numerical computation of RF power transfer ratios and noise figures.

The RF power transfer ratios of the angle-modulated links are compared to that of the direct

detcction link in Fig. 12: these RF gains measure the efficiency of the links without any amplification.
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At an optical power of -20 dBm. the coherent angle-modulated links and the direct detection link have

approximately the same RF gain, with the externally modulated coherent links having an advantage of

about 2 dB. As the optical power increases beyond 0 dBm, thL RF gain of the direct detection link is

upwards of 20 dB larger than that of the coherent links. The RF gains of the coherent links increase

relative to that of the direct detection link as optical power decreases because coherent links remain much

closer to the shot noise limit. All of the angle-modulated links have lower RF gains than the direct

detection link because there are considerable RF losses due to the integrator and due to the microwave

frequency discriminator. This means that extra amplification may be required in angle-modulated links

before the integrator and the discriminator. The values of the RF gains are device dependent; for

example, the RF gain of the directly modulated coherent FM link is proportional to the square of the laser

FM response. Thus, device characteristics also have a significant impact on system RF gain.

-20r-

-4 0 ....... ..... ............... .. . .• . .... . ................. . .........i.. . .. .... . ..... ......... . ... ......... ......
external FM ande erna(PM

RF power
transfer -80 .. ...... ............. - . .. F .
ratio, dB - III M7ý.1 0 0 ....... .......... ... .... ........ .............. .......... ...... ........ ....... ........................ .. i ............ -.. .. ........ ........... ........ .........._ _..

-1 2 0 .... ... ...... ... .. ...... ...... ........ ..... ... ................. ........ ... .... ................. ...... ..... ...M ... . . . . .. .. ... .. . .. . . .

LO power = 10 mW
-110-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10

Normalized transmitted signal optical power, dBm

Figure 12. RF power transfer ratios (versus normalized transmitted signal optical power) of the
angle-modulated links compared to that of the direct detection link.

The noise figures of the coherent angle-modulated links are compared to that of the direct

detection link in Fig. 13. The curves are not straight due to the different power dependences of the
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different noises which contribute. The thin solid lines show the noise figure of the coherent links for a

low-linewidth laser such as an Nd:YAG. The dotted lines show the noise figure of the coherent links for

a low-linewidth semiconductor laser such as a multi-quantum well (MQW) distributed fe.,dback laser.

The noise figures of the FM links are consistently higher than that of the DD links for optical powers

from -18 dBm up. even for the low-linewidth laser. This is due to the low RF gains of these links and to

the effect of frequency discrimination on white Gaussian noise. The noise figures of the PM links are

approximately 20 dB lower than those of the FM links because phase discrimination does not change the

white Gaussian character of the noise. The noise figure of the coherent angle-modulated links can be

significantly improved through the use of low-noise amplifiers before integration and discrimination.

120
SHIPM

110 - -- - . .......... ..... .... ....*........ . ...........

N i e 90 ........ .......... : ........ .. ........ .................... .+ . •+..... ........... ............................. . • ..... .......... ........ .............. ++ ... . .. ........
io -: ------ * -•

Noise
F ig u r e , 8 0 . .. . ...... ......... ...... ..... ........ . ....... ........................... ....... .......... ........... .

dB

4040_ =IN 155dB/HzDD
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10

Normalized transmitted signal optical power, dBm

Figure 13. NF of the HIPM. HPM and DD links

Fig. 13 shows the noise figures of the HIPM and HPM links compared to that of the direct

detection link for a laser relative intensity noise (RIN) power density of -155 dB/Hz. The noise figure of

the direct detection link is approximately 15 dB lower than those of the interferometric links for optical
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powers below 0 dBm. For larger optical powers, laser RIN begins to dominate, causing the difference in

the noise figures to decrease. Similar to the coherent links, the high noise figures of the interferometric

links are due to their low RF gains, which means that low-noise amplification is required before

integration and discrimination. The noise figures are also dependent on the laser RIN; for a larger RIN.

the noise figures of the interferometric links will decrease significantly relative to that of the direct

detection link.

The main conclusions of our study of the RF power transfer ratio and the noise figure of angle-

modulated links are (1) the RF losses in microwave integration and frequency or phase discrimination

cause the RF gains (for realistic parameter values) of angle-modulated links to be lower than that of the

direct detection link for optical powers greater than abou, -20 dBm; (2) these RF losses also cause the

noise figures of angle-modulated links to be higher than that of the direct detection link for optical

powers greater than -20 dBm except in the case of external phase modulation: (3) to compensate for this,

low-noise amplification is required before integration and discrimination in angle-modulated links.
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Conclusions: In this report, we presented the progress of our group in three areas, namely:

dynamic WDM networks, high dynamic range coherent optical analog links, and fiber nonlinearities. To

summarize, in the area of WDM networks, we have implemented an optical transceiver which consists of

a PSK transceiver and an ASK transceiver. Simultaneous transmission of 125 Mb/s FDDI-compatible,

packet-switched. ASK data and 2.488 Gb/s circuit-switched, PSK data on the same optical carrier has

been demonstrated. We have also designed and implemented two interface boards. The boards are now

almost functional and ready to be interfaced with optics. Their throughput and latency have been

measured. The results indicated that their performance varies in different traffic conditions.

Furthermore, we have shown that optical amplifiers can be used to increase the limit imposed by the

power budget on the scalability of a star network. In the area of fiber nonlinearities, we found that at

high modulation frequencies the XPM index is approximately inversely proportional to the product of the

modulation frequency and wavelength separation between the signal and pump. In the area of coherent

analog links, we studied the RF power transfer ratio and noise figure of angle-modulated links. The

results indicated that the RF losses in microwave integration and frequency, or phase, discrimination

cause the RF gains of angle-modulated links to be lower than that of the direct detection link. These RF

losses also cause the noise figure of angle modulated links to be higher than that of the direct detection

link for optical powers greater than -20dBm except in the case of external phase modulation. To

compensate for this, low-noise amplification is required before integration and discrimination in angle-

modulated links.
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